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Investing in public services, and those who provide them, must
sit at the heart of Scotland's recovery
UNISON members have been essential in
getting the country through Covid – and they
are essential to Scotland's recovery from
the pandemic. That’s the message that runs
through UNISON’s manifesto for the Scottish
Parliament elections. Not a manifesto aimed
at generating support for any party – but a
challenge to every candidate looking for the
votes of UNISON members.
Essential for recovery is all about putting
UNISON policy and concerns into the
political arena. With a focus on defending
and improving public services and the lives
of those who provide them. Unlike previous
manifestos though, this one has been put
together during a pandemic that's impact will
be felt for years to come. It's therefore vital
that we put the issue of a fair recovery from
Covid - socially and economically - front and
centre. This doesn’t distract from the focus on
public services though, it reinforces it.
Any recovery from Covid will have to put
investment in public services - and those
who provide them - at its heart. Investment in
services will create more jobs more quickly
while delivering more spending in local
economies. Wage rises for public service
workers will be spent boosting demand in local
economies rather than going into offshore
bank accounts.

The next Scottish Government must prioritise
core activities. By this we mean essential
goods and services like housing; utility
supply; health; transport; education and care.
This ‘foundational economy’ of branches
and networks provides the infrastructure of
everyday life.
These serve our essential daily household
needs, keeping us safe and civilised. These
can, and should be, at the centre of any future
economic strategy. Investing in these sectors
provides both longer term economic benefit
and increased social resilience. Prioritising
these areas will deliver more for people and
the environment than basing recovery on
handing over contracts to big business and
expecting them to put communities ahead of
shareholders.
As we emerge from the pandemic we cannot
go back to normal. For far too many people,
‘normal’ both inside and outside
the workplace was in dire need of
improvement. The current Scottish
Government has said “when things come
apart, there is always the opportunity
to put them back together
differently.” We agree. The next
Scottish Government must take
that opportunity. This
manifesto shows how
they can.
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Scotland after COVID
It’s been a cliché of the last year to say that
covid has changed everything. In fact, for a huge
number of UNISON members, it’s been a case of
the more things change – the more things stay
the same.
Too many demands on too few people, trying to
make targets with inadequate resources, was the
reality across many of Scotland’s publics services
before the pandemic. Covid in many instances
merely added further pressure and risk to that
situation.
As we emerge from the pandemic we cannot go
back to normal. For far too many people, ‘normal’
both inside and outside the workplace was in dire
need of improvement.
In this manifesto we outline measures both short
and long term. Measures for workplaces and
communities to ensure that we have a social and
economic, as well as a medical, recovery from
covid. These are aimed at meeting not just the
all too obvious immediate needs, but also longer
term measures to ensure that recovery is not only
sustainiable but transformative - that there is,
indeed, no going back to normal.
Resilient services are essential for a resilient
society
The pandemic has shown what is, and who are,
essential. Any longer term social and economic
strategy has to be built around these core
activities, essential to our communities and our
most vulnerable. There is more sustainability –
socially, environmentally and economically – in
prioritising these areas than an endless beauty
contest to attract 'here today, gone tomorrow'
global businesses.

By core activities we mean essential goods
and services like housing; utility supply; health;
transport; education and care. This foundational
economy provides the infrastructure of everyday
life. These serve our essential daily household
needs, keeping us safe and civilised. These
can, and should be, at the centre of any future
economic strategy.
Investing in these sectors provides both longer
term economic benefit and increased social
resilience. Investing in these sectors can provide
reliable incomes for workers, with returns that
go into the community rather than offshore bank
accounts. They are sectors less vulnerable to
economic shocks and more reliable over the
medium and long term than footloose global
corporations. A service-led recovery will also
be a green recovery. Jobs in the foundational
economy, in care, education and health, are
green jobs. Part of the essential transformation
of the economy to deal with what is agreed on
all sides to be a climate emergency. A recovery
which is not green, is just another problem.
It is already obvious that Covid has taken a huge
economic toll. It is important that measures are
taken to ensure that a short term hit does not
result in irreparable long term damage. It will
be important that demand in the economy is
sustained. One obvious, effective, and fair way
to do this is to put money in people’s pockets by
increasing wages across public services.
The last decade has seen the slowest return
to growth from any financial crisis. This was a
predicted consequence of a policy of pay freezes
which eroded living standards and depressed
demand. The international evidence is clear that
lowering wage share depresses demand. Wage
rises, particularly for the low paid, are more likely
to be spent, and spent locally, than any other
form of demand stimulus.
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Essential local services
Improving the working lives of people in
Scotland should be a task Government sets
itself. One necessary step towards that
is ensuring that Fair Work principles are
adhered to in the delivery of services – and
made a condition of any interaction with the
public realm on the part of any organisation,
public or private.
A massive public stake was taken in private
banks after the 2008 financial crash. No
effort was made to change institutional
practices for the benefit of the productive
economy and the economic wellbeing of
business owners and workers alike. We have
another disastrous situation and cannot
afford to repeat that mistake. The failings
of current market-led arrangements have
been plainly exposed by the Coronavirus.
Scotland can choose to refocus in order to
build or rebuild domestic capacity, to get
the maximum social and economic reward
for investment by prioritising value ahead
of price. The current Scottish Government
has said “when things come apart, there
is always the opportunity to put them
back together differently." We agree. The
next Scottish Government must take that
opportunity.

No one who cares for local democracy, public
services or an inclusive economic recovery should
want to see local authorities return to ‘normal’.
Normal was a cycle of cutbacks, loss of control,
centralisation to Edinburgh, and a declining
workforce engaged in a seemingly never-ending
drive to do more with less. The aim should be to
put councils at the heart of Scotland’s plans postCovid. Councils should be central to a service-led
recovery.
They are part of the essential infrastructure of our
country and help form the foundational economy
of Scotland. The pandemic has shown very clearly
why we need to invest in that infrastructure, not
impoverish it further. Councils are significant - in
several places the most significant - employers
right across Scotland. Local authorities are anchor
institutions within local economies, exercising
significant economic power through employment
and procurement of goods and services.
Councils have had little scope to alter the impact
that Covid has had on their finances. This has
less to do with epidemiology than their lack of
autonomy over their funding and spending. The
Scottish Government must commit to providing
funding to cover Covid-related costs. Not least
because Holyrood’s own actions and inactions have
put councils in a position where they cannot do so
themselves.
Beyond that, reform of council finances is urgent.
Council tax makes up only 13% of councils'
revenue – and their ability to vary this is tightly
controlled by the Scottish Government. Reform of
local taxation is long overdue and UNISON supports
a progressive property tax for the funding of local
services. Councils should raise more of their own
funding and have control over business rates.
Recovery from the pandemic has to involve
properly-resourced, re-empowered and re-vitalised
local democracy. It’s time to re-balance government
in Scotland, implement subsidiarity and return
decision-making closest to the people affected by
decisions. With resilient public services, publiclydelivered by staff resourced to do the job properly.
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Essential for health

Health inequalities are one of the defining
features of Scottish society. In the most
affluent areas of Scotland, men experience
23.8 more years of good health and women
experience 22.6 more years compared to the
most deprived areas. The life expectancy of
people with learning disabilities is substantially
shorter than the Scottish average. Entirely
predictably this pattern has been replicated in
the pandemic. Age-standardised death rates
for COVID-19 have been twice as high for
people living in the 20% most-deprived areas
compared to the 20% least deprived areas.
Deaths among black and minority ethnic people
are higher than among the white population;
at one stage deaths in the south asian ethnic
group were double that of the white ethnic
group.
The scale of health inequalities tells us far more
about the inequality in our society than it does
about our health services, but saying that does
not mean they have no role in tackling this
national scandal. We need to provide better
access to equitable, high-quality holistic care
to those from disadvantaged communities.
Part of this, and of overall efforts to improve
health, will need to be a greater emphasis on
public health. Our public health system, over a
number of years, has seen cuts to budgets and
a reduction in staffing numbers with little or no
capacity to deal with a public health crisis.
UNISON Scotland has long supported
democratising NHS structures and advocates
user involvement in service design. A much
greater emphasis on, and direction of resources
towards tackling mental health was an urgent
necessity even before the pandemic.

The NHS, as Scotland’s largest employer and
a significant procurer of services, can have
an impact on some of the issues which drive
poor health.
Everyone is aware of the massive efforts
made by staff across our NHS throughout
the last year. As in other areas of society,
the impact of Covid here will be felt long
after the outbreak is over. And, as in other
public services, the problems that needed
to be overcome were in part the result of
previous budget cuts and staff shortages
or an inadequate skills mix. One of the
priorities as we emerge from the pandemic
will be to learn lessons from the last year.
The preparation for the next pandemic must
begin now.
A renewed focus on workforce planning is
needed. Surveys indicate many NHS staff
are considering retiring soon or leaving for
new jobs. This represents not just a loss
of numbers but also skills and experience.
Planning for the NHS we need must involve
better consideration of the skills mix
necessary to deliver health care effectively.
Part of the capacity building effort needs to
go into examining supply and provision of
equipment. Increasing domestic capacity
to manufacture and supply essentials in
Scotland and the UK should be an explicit
goal, for example it is ridiculous to be
importing essential PPE from China. We
need shorter supply chains for crucial
equipment and suppliers who have a
relationship, rather than just a contract,
with the sector whose output does not go to
the highest bidder. Intelligent procurement
such as this is one of the ways that health
services can contribute to economic as well
as physical recovery.
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Proper support will have to be available
for those who were most caught up in the
pandemic and are in need of psychological
support or who are suffering from post
traumatic stress disorder. There will need
to be a wide range of psychological
supports, the delivery of which will require
a commitment through financial and
workforce planning.
There must also be proper consideration
of those who caught Covid at work and the
many left with the ongoing symptoms of
long Covid.
Covid has shone a light on inequalities
in the health workforce. Not least in the
higher rates of infection experienced
by staff from black and ethnic minority
communities. There is an urgent need for
improved data and monitoring around all
equality issues.
The issue of pay remains a live one for
staff across the NHS. Years of pay freezes
have meant a deterioration in living
standards for health staff. The fact that
UNISON Scotland felt it necessary to
commission advice around the effect that
the recent £500 payment would have on
their incomes was a response to the reality
of many staff relying on benefits and tax
credits to make ends meet.
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Care is essential
Nowhere have the failings of market driven systems
been more cruelly exposed during the pandemic
than in the social care sector. That it took a massive
campaign by UNISON and emergency legislation even
to get basic sick pay for many workers in the sector
is a stark example of this. We welcomed the setting
up of the Independent Review on Adult Social Care
and many of its recommendations. Specifically, rapid
implementation of all of the recommendations of the
Fair Work Convention’s report into social care; the
creation of national sector level collective bargaining
on terms and conditions and a national job evaluation
scheme.
UNISON Scotland supports the creation of a National
Care Service but serious questions remain as to
whether the structures proposed by the Feeley Review
will be sufficient to deliver the changes needed. As the
process of reform unfolds, UNISON will be looking for
measures that reinforce the idea of care as a right not
a commodity. In the meantime it would be wise, as is
suggested in the Feeley Review, for a pause to be put
on further care procurement while the change from
competitive to collaborative structures is considered.
The Feeley Review's recognition that “there is clear
evidence that social care support is not a drag on
our resources; it creates jobs and economic growth.
It enables people who access care and support, and
their carers, to seek and hold down employment
themselves” is very welcome. Investment in care
should very much be seen as a part of economic
recovery from Covid. We advocate a Community
Wealth building approach to economic recovery and
the ‘care economy’ is part of that. Rather than being
seen as a cost the care sector could and chould
be Sector could and should be a source of stable,
well paid, socially useful work contributing to local
economies
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Essential for justice
Resourcing remains an issue for policing in Scotland,
not least in relation to the upcoming COP26 summit in
Glasgow. Beyond this event, sustainable funding needs
to be the backdrop to the strategic workforce plan that
is so urgently needed if Police Scotland is going to
deliver on the challenges it faces.
The strategic workforce plan should be developed on
a best value basis, recognising the distinction between
different roles. This should help to drive a culture
change in Police Scotland which acknowledges that
policing is delivered by a team.
Part of this culture change will need to be action to
address both the gender pay gap and the unacceptably
low levels of recruitment into Police Scotland from
BAME communities.
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Education is essential
A whole range of professional, technical, support and administrative staff, not just teachers or
lecturers, ensure that education in Scotland achieves a high standard. An investment in that team is
an investment in our children, our social fabric and our economy. A failure to invest in that team is to
risk an across the board blighting of our prospects.
Early learning

Schools

We have welcomed moves in recent years to
expand early learning – but while doing so we
have raised many issues around whether either
staff or infrastructure were likely to be ready
to meet targets. The August 2020 deadline
proved impossible because of the pandemic.
The August 2021 target seems optimistic given
staff shortages and delays to building work due
to Covid. The pandemic has also impacted on
training for apprentices and college courses.
Further expansion would be best directed via
the public sector. This allows not just for a best
value approach but provides a more secure
supply. Many private operators are struggling
after lockdown closures and needing bailed
out – it woud simpler to bring such services inhouse. Pay across the sector needs adjusted to
reflect skills and tackle staff shortages.Private
providers should be brought within a scheme
of sectoral collective bargaining such as is
proposed for the social care sector.

We believe that schools should remain under the
control of local authorities. The system where
local authorities manage education provision
provides an appropriate balance between local
democratic control and economies of scale for
capital spending, the procurement of goods and
the provision of support services to schools e.g.
social work and educational psychologists. We
have resisted previous attempts to remove schools
from being the responsibility of local government
and we shall not hesitate to do so again. Schools
need adequate funding, here as in other areas of
public services, many economies are false and
merely generate greater costs later on.
Steps to acknowledge the full range of staff in
schools and their contribution have been slow
and grudging. It is hoped that the contribution
of school staff, who have been key workers
throughout the pandemic, will prompt some
recognition of their value. It is long past time
that this vital group of staff were represented on
national bodies for schools such as the Scottish
Education Council. This step and renewed
attention on the qualifications, career pathways
and personal development of these staff; reflected
in their pay and conditions.
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Further and higher education
Colleges and universities are anchor institutions
which receive billions of pounds of public money
each year. In return, their activities should first
and foremost meet the needs of the populations
and communities of which they are part. This
means their procurement activity, employment
conditions, and role as landlords, must be
leveraged for the benefit of these. Colleges and
universities will require public funding to survive.
In return, their co-operation and action on the
above must be secured.
For all the importance of further and higher
education to our economy, they are vital also
to our wider society. As such there must be an
acknowledgement that these services are social
rather than individual goods. This means we are
opposed to approaches based on the idea that
education is a commodity to be purchased and
will work to support systems recognising the
social role of education.
It would be a disservice to both staff and the
students they serve, for institutions to use the
short term difficulties arising from the pandemic
as an excuse to undermine the terms and
conditions of staff. Staff across further and higher
education deserve pay increases in line with
colleagues delivering other essential services
Higher education, like other forms of education,
is delivered by a team, not just academics. If
our higher education institutions are to realise
their full potential they must involve and value
all of their staff. UNISON has long supported the
principle of equality of status for all staff in higher
education and a fair funding regime between
different institutions of higher education. This
should be accompanied with moves towards
harmonising staff terms and conditions across
the sector – conducted via a specifically Scottish
negotiating body.

Colleges will play a major role in dealing with
the economic shocks of covid. The demand
for retraining will be high. It is vital therefore
that colleges are properly resourced to deliver
for all who need or can benefit from further
education. We cannot have a repeat of the
situation following the financial crisis where
a guarantee for young people was delivered
by cutting the services that allowed others to
return to learning.
National bargaining in further education has
yet to deliver the harmonisation of terms and
conditions that it should. We will be striving
towards that goal. Trade unions should be
represented, as of right, on college governing
boards.
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Water and power are essential
The most sustainable, both socially and
environmentally, recovery strategy will be a
foundational economy approach. Investing in
the activities which provide the essential goods
and services for everyday life. Few activities
are as essential as the provision of water and
power.
Scotland is best served by a publicly-owned
and run water service. We have opposed moves
toward gradual privatisation through the use of
contractors, PPP schemes and non-domestic
competition. The ambition that was promised of
Scotland as a Hydro Nation has been neglected.
There is a need to be bolder in developing the
tremendous natural resource that a public water
service gives Scotland. Renewing infrastructure
through public investment will create jobs.
Those working in Scottish Water are a skilled
and dedicated workforce and should be
rewarded on that basis.
UNISON supports a balanced energy policy
which includes a range of different sources
of power. We also need to reform an energy
market which has clearly failed, and explore
ways to promote public and community
ownership in energy generation and supply.
Government at every level needs to take
forward the challenge of transforming the
energy sector to support a Just Transition to a
balanced, low-carbon energy system in ways
which address fuel poverty, protect workers,
livelihoods, create a new industrial base and
deliver a fairer Scotland.
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Essential for survival
There can be no going to back to the normal
that views economic policy and environmental
action as separate things. Covid was, and
is, an emergency requiring instant action.
Our politicians must accept there are related
lessons for the immediate bold, far-ranging
actions needed to tackle climate change, which
was widely acknowledged as an emergency
before the pandemic hit. Public ownership
and delivery of key services is essential, with
an expansion of public ownership in transport
and energy, nationally and at local levels,
particularly important.
UNISON was proud to be part of the drive
towards Scotland’s world leading climate
change legislation. It is now time to deliver
on that promise. The Scottish Government’s
climate change plan must be adapted to set
out how they will support the workforce in
moving to a zero carbon economy. The work to
deliver a transition that protects the livelihoods
of workers and communities can not wait five
years until the next climate change plan kicks in
- it has to start now.
One key priority is the need for investment to
de-carbonise public services such as hospitals.
There also needs to be greater emphasis put
on using public land and assets as a basis for
renewable energy production for the benefit of
householders and local businesses.
Local government and other public service
organisations can and must play a major role in
driving a green recovery at a local level. But that
requires actions to support and empower public
sector bodies, particularly local authorities, to
take leadership roles and be active players in
the green economic recovery within their local
areas and sectors.
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Essential for living
Scotland has a housing crisis. High and increasing
rents in the private sector, house price inflation for
those looking to buy and massive waiting lists in the
socially rented sector. Urgent and continuing action is
necessary.
An upscaled programme of social house building
can help kickstart the economy by creating skilled
jobs and apprenticeships, with a multiplier effect all
the way down the supply chain, helping regenerate
communities.
As part of any green recovery programme, the retrofitting of our ageing housing stock is a vital part
of an industrial strategy aimed at reducing carbon
emissions and meeting our climate change targets.
The socially rented housing sector builds community
resilience and provides protection for the most
vulnerable in times of crisis – the role played by
registered social landlords during the covid-19
pandemic has shown this.
Emergency homeless accommodation was sorted at
short notice during the lockdown. The same urgent
political commitment is needed to sort homelessness
and end rough sleeping permanently. This will need to
include commitment to providing for places of safety
and support to break the cycle and offer a way out
for those with addictions. People affected or afflicted
by drug or alcohol dependency who tend to cyclically
move between jails and the streets. This should be
coupled with greater support for the families and
children of addicts.
Achieving this will involve dramatically expanding
Scotland’s stock of socially rented housing, shifting
the balance of housing tenure away from the
private rented sector. We also need to tackle the
commodification of housing – promoting a culture
and economic shift towards housing being about
living rather than investing.
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Essential for democracy
UNISON Scotland has always been supportive
of a strong Scottish parliament. One able and
willing to deliver for working people in Scotland.
This view has never wavered. As constitutional
issues have gained greater importance over
the years, UNISON has engaged with all sides
of the debate. We do not have a position on
whether or not Scotland should be independent.
We are, however, firmly of the view that that is
a question for the people of Scotland to decide,
and whether or not that question is put to the
people in another referendum on independence
should be a matter for the Scottish parliament.
The ongoing joint Scottish Government / Cosla
Local Governance Review has progressed
to the point where ministers will talk of “a
scenario where people are able to come
together in their communities to create new
autonomous and democratically accountable
decision-making bodies which can take full
responsibility for a range of public services.”
UNISON Scotland has made a wide range of
submissions on public service reform that
broadly makes the case for local delivery, and
in particular, staff involvement in the design
of services in partnership with communities.
However, we have also recognised the risks of
a localism approach that could lead to further
fragmentation of public service delivery. The
case for national frameworks on staffing issues
remains as strong as ever.
The Freedom of Information Act passed in
2002 was a great step forward at the time. It
has since been overtaken by developments in
both technology and the changing nature of
public service delivery. We believe there should
be a universal, statutory, enforceable right to
information about all public services, regardless
of what type of body delivers the service, public
private or third sector.
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Equalities
Formal democracy loses some of its value when
it does not come with an equality of status.
This is denied far too frequently to far too many
people. We need continued action to promote
equality – to tackle racism, the gender pay gap
and discrimination against disabled people and our
LGBTQ+ community.
Determined action is needed by the Scottish
Government but not just by them – the principles
of equality must be reinforced across our public
services.

Questions for candidates
Suggested questions to ask candidates:
•

What will you do to put public services at the
heart of recovery?

•

How will you make sure that essential services
are properly resourced?

•

What are you going to do to prepare for another
pandemic?

•

What will you do to improve pay and conditions
for essential workers?

•

How will you ensure there will be continued
action to promote equality?

•

What will you do to upscale a programme of
social house building?

•

How will you support the workforce in moving to
a zero carbon economy?
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